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Robert Dyas
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Home & Garden Retail

1. Select background image

2. Click ‘replace image’ from 
horizontal toolbar

3. Find high quality 
replacement image, image 
should be as large a file size 
as possible, .mb’s not .kb’s, 
portrait images will make 
this easier here

4. You can reposition/scale image 
within the crop by double 
clicking the image
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Hello from Peak

This guide outlines our vision for AI in retail, and some of 
the ways we can help Robert Dyas. 

Looking forward to our meeting

Hi Katy and the Robert Dyas team,

My name is Salam, a Commercial Manager 
at Peak. I’m reaching out to you before our 
meeting that we have scheduled on the 12th 
October. This document is to give you an 
earlier insight into what we do here at Peak 
for retailers like yourself.

Connect with me

Pressure on your
advertising spend

1. Space to personalise a 
message, making sure to fill all 
personalised sections, and 
change name appropriately

2. Replace image with your 
own headshot

3. Update the ‘Connect with 
me’ link to pull through to 
your own Linkedin page

4. Personalise the three problem 
areas. Keep headlines to one 
line in length and update icons 
using replace from drive, if you 
search here for ‘blue icons’ you 
should be able to find all of our 
Peak icons

5. Finish summary with appropriate 
content, Robert Dyas etc, keep 
it to the three lines

Messy data 
across systems

Do Stockouts 
impacting LTV

DON’T FORGET TO 
UPDATE THE LINK

Edit this as required>

Personalise icons and descriptions as 
required

● Replace icons as follows
● Click icon> Replace image>
● From Drive>
● Search ‘Blue icons’
● Click on ‘PNG’ folder
● They should all be there!

You shouldn’t have to faf with resizing 
or anything, just replace and go.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/salam-almosawi/


Decision Intelligence is here.

At Peak, we believe that every business will be 
powered by data and AI in the future, and we’re 
on a mission to help every business be 
successful in this new era. 

We do this with our first-of-its-kind Connected 
Decision Intelligence system, CODI. It powers 
some of the world’s smartest companies to 
make great business decisions, all the time, to 
drive growth, increase profitability and improve 
efficiencies across their entire businesses.

About
  Peak:

EXTERNALLY RECOGNIZED:

WITH CUSTOMERS INCLUDING:

1. Choose selection of relevant 
logos from the final slide

2. DO NOT make them really 
big, keep them around this 
scale, no more than six.

3. Once you have the logos you 
like select them all and from the 
horizontal toolbar, choose:
Arrange > Distribute horizontally 
to ensure neat spacing

4. With the logos still selected:
Arrange > Align > Middle



AI in Retail
Data and customers at the center of business

Future-facing retailers are putting data and their customers at the center 
of their businesses; they’re driving profitability and optimising processes to 
ensure they remain relevant in a changing and challenging market.

Those retailers investing in new technologies are reaping the rewards – 
and it’s AI that is powering their success.

AI leverages your number one asset – your data – in order to improve 
customer engagement and acquisition, optimize supply and demand, 
and support a more efficient fulfilment process.



Demand Intelligence

Plan for profit
Demand Intelligence blends science and creativity, 
powering data-driven decisions that deliver tangible 
commercial outcomes. 

It helps teams plan for profit, enabling retailers to make 
smarter buying decisions, optimize stock, and execute 
the perfect pricing strategy.

Peak solutions
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Find out more

Edit/Delete this as required>
As we discussed, Demand Intelligence offers an exciting opportunity for 
Robert Dyas to optimize your digital advertising.

Optimize buying and 
rebuying

Ensure you have the stock 
needed to meet demand and hit 
sales targets, while avoiding 
costly stockout periods and 
reducing excess stock levels.

Allocate stock 
intelligently

Right stock, right location, 
right time. AI powers intelligent 
stock replenishment across 
stores and online to maximize 
sell-through rates.

Protect 
your margin

Maximize sales and protect 
your margin, using AI to 
optimize product price, 
markdowns, and promotions.

Personalise icons and descriptions as 
required

● Replace icons as follows
● Click icon> Replace image>
● From Drive>
● Search ‘Blue icons’
● Click on ‘PNG’ folder
● They should all be there!

You shouldn’t have to faf with resizing 
or anything, just replace and go.

https://peak.ai/solutions/demand-ai/


Leading UK fast 
fashion retailer

Decision Intelligence 
enables superhuman 
merchandising at scale



Customer Intelligence

Get more from your marketing
Use AI to drive rapid marketing returns and tangible 
outcomes, focused on both customer acquisition 
and retention.

Gain a clearer understanding of your customers 
and target them with the right product at the right 
time, via the right channel.

Peak solutions
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Find out more

As we discussed, Customer Intelligence offers an exciting opportunity 
for Robert Dyas to optimize your digital advertising.

Attract and acquire new 
ideal customers

Sophisticated AI-powered 
targeting generates segments 
highlighting your most valuable 
customers – and prescribes 
actions to help you acquire 
more, at the lowest cost.

Spend money where 
it matters

We leverage your customer data 
with AI to deliver intelligent ad 
recommendations and smarter 
targeting segments – leading to 
increased ROAS and reduced 
acquisition costs.

Increase engagement, 
and customer experience

Have one-to-one conversations 
with your customers by 
delivering personalized, 
intelligent recommendations to 
increase LTV and reduce churn.

Edit/Delete this as required>

Personalise icons and descriptions as 
required

● Replace icons as follows
● Click icon> Replace image>
● From Drive>
● Search ‘Blue icons’
● Click on ‘PNG’ folder
● They should all be there!

You shouldn’t have to faf with resizing 
or anything, just replace and go.

https://peak.ai/solutions/customer-ai/


About Footasylum
Established in 2005, 
Footasylum now trades 
from over 65 high street 
stores across the UK.

Decision Intelligence 
enables hyper-
personalization at scale



About CMOstores
Trusted by builders with over 
ten years’ experience delivering 
for the building trade

Decision Intelligence drives 
value with personalized website 
experiences, all the time



Supply Intelligence

Smarten up your supply chain
Introduce Supply Intelligence into your supply chain 
to eliminate bottlenecks and increase efficiency, 
driving value from your data to reduce costs.

Fulfil demand at the lowest cost, automatically 
understanding the fulfillment requirements of 
individual products.

Peak solutions
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Find out more

As we discussed, Supply Intelligence offers an exciting opportunity for 
Robert Dyas to optimize your digital advertising.

Improve warehouse 
processes

Streamline your warehouse 
using AI to enhance key areas, 
such as pick-face optimisation 
and order release management.

Optimize warehouse and 
distribution resourcing

Efficiently plan and manage 
your workforce, reducing 
over-staffing costs whilst 
ensuring you’re covered to 
cope with demand.

Increase logistics 
efficiency

Optimize your operations 
to fulfil demand in the most 
cost-effective manner by 
reducing unnecessary journeys 
and maximising truck capacity.

Edit/Delete this as required>

Personalise icons and descriptions as 
required

● Replace icons as follows
● Click icon> Replace image>
● From Drive>
● Search ‘Blue icons’
● Click on ‘PNG’ folder
● They should all be there!

You shouldn’t have to faf with resizing 
or anything, just replace and go.

https://peak.ai/solutions/supply-ai/


Decision Intelligence 
enables optimized inventory 
levels, all the time

Speedy
Is a provider of tools and 
equipment hire, based in 
the United Kingdom.

4x
Increase 
in ROCE



Your AI journey

We’ll get to know 
your business and 
your priorities

Working with a sample 
of your data, we’ll show 
you what we can do

We’ll build a business 
case together and 
agree the finer details

You’ll get access to 
your own dedicated 
team of data scientists 
and AI experts

We’ll configure CODI 
and its applications to 
ensure they meet your 
needs

Once you’re up and 
running, you’ll get 
regular reports from 
your own Customer 
Success Manager
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To update:

● Headshot using replace image as above...

● Change name following ‘Get in touch with…’

● Contact details, including setting up your 
email as a link, via ‘insert > link’ this should 
automatically attached your email, now 
highlight, remove underline and make text 
white again  

Get in touch with Joseph:
If you’re interested in learning more about Peak and our approach 
to implementing Decision Intelligence, I’d love to hear from you. 

Salam Al-mosawi  |  Commercial Manager

salam.almosawi@peak.ai
+44 (0) 7467 098 943

DON’T FORGET TO UPDATE 
THE EMAIL LINK!

mailto:joseph.story@peak.ai

